
	  Feedback 
 
Saving over $2,000,000 on turnover and safety costs 

 “PEAK's vessel officer training played a key role in our company 
saving a conservative estimate of 2 million dollars in personnel 

turnover and safety costs over the past 2 years.” 
 
Customized training that delivers a personal impact 

"PEAK got right to the heart of the matter and designed special 
vessel officer and family training courses for us.  Not only did these 
permanently change our business culture and profitability, but they 

also positively impacted the personal lives of our employees." 
 
Creating a culture of safety enthusiasm onboard vessels 

"After our last vessel officer seminar (VOS) word went around the 
fleet about how valuable the course is. Guys are already 

volunteering for the next VOS. Great job, and well done!"  
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A Vessel Officer Safety 
Training Course That Gives 
Mariners What They Need To 
Engage Others For Safety —  
 

 

PEAK   
equipping workers with the skills that make safety work 

Over 4,000 Mariners  

Trained On 5 Continents 

Safety	  Behavior	  Management	  
Crew	  Resource	  Management	  



The	  course	  is	  customized	  to	  the	  	  
customer’s	  brand	  and	  needs.	  

A	  Vessel	  Officer	  Seminar	  Grounded	  In	  6	  Core	  Leadership	  Values	  
	  

The Learning Experience 

PEAK’s Vessel Officer Seminar is an 
interactive, entertaining, and lively 
classroom course that is professionally 
presented with an optimal blend of 
lecture, group discussion, small group 
breakouts, and learning exercises. 

Facilitator 

Ron Newton, president of PEAK Training 
Solutions, is the course facilitator.  

Ron is an excellent  
presenter best known  
for translating his  
knowledge of human  
nature into practical  
value-based strategies  
that improve both  
shore side and vessel  
safety cultures. Since  
1993 he has personally trained 
thousands of vessel and shore staff. 

Ron is the author of the top-rated book  
No Jerks On The Job and a widely 
followed news contributor. 
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